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ON CLASSIFICATION OF PATHS
IN GEOMETRY OF CONNECTION
By

OKKYUNG YOON

1 Introduction
Let M be an n-dimensional differentiable manifold covered by a system of
coordinate neighborhood {U: Xh} in which a system of paths is given by
d 2x h
dx j dx k
dx h
dt2-+Fjkh(x)-F- -dt=A(lt.

A being a scalar field, where the indices h, j, i, "'run over the range {I, 2,
"', n}.
A change of affine connection Fjih(=F i/) which does not change the system
of paths is given by
f'jih=Fjih+ O/Pi+o/p j,
where Pi is an arbitrary covecter field, and is called a projective change of r.
We consider an n-dimensional differentiable manifold M, in which two

different connections F ji\ f'j/ are given.
Let v h be a parallel vector field, with respect to F j / along the path xh(t)
is given by
(1.1)

then v h satisfies following eqations
(1. 2)

for some functions 91> 92.

If there exists a mixed tensor Hih which is related by the equation
(1. 3)

vh=H.h t!..x~
J
dt

along the path xh(t), then we shall call such a change of connection a pseudo
projective change related to H.
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A pseudo projective change related to H of an affine connection,

in general,

is given by

where Uj is an arbitrary coveeter,

El zhH'/=Okh and P'j is

covariant differentiation with respect to Fjl (1).
In the change of (1. 4), if Hl is covariantly constant with respect to Fjk\
then the change of (1. 4) is a projective change of connections in an ordinary
way. We can obtain various such changes corresponding to H.

2. Projective change of connection
If we consider that the connection is symmetric, then the pseudo projective
change of F related to H is given by
(2.1)
Fjkh = FjAh + Uflk h+ u,p/+ TjAh
where,
(2.2)
By straightforward computation, we can find the curvature tensor of Fk / ,
that is

(2.3)

kkj,h=RAj;"+o/U/ti-OkhUj,+ TAjl
Uji=P'jUj-UjU,-UtTj/
TAjjh = P'ATj,h_P'jTk/+ Tj/TAl-TA/Tj/.
from (2.3), we have

where,
Eliminating Uj"

(2.4)

Pkjjh=PIli/+HAj/

where, P and

P

are the projective curvature tensor, and

(2.5)

Thus, we have next theorem.
THEOREM

1. If, in an n-dimensional differentiable manifold,

there exists

a mixed tensor H/ such that HAj,h=O, then the projective curvature tensor is
im'ariant under the pseudo projective change related to H.
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3. Pseudo Proje~tive chauge related to pseudo F-conformal Killing
tensor in an almost complex manifold
Let C· be an n-dimensional almost complex manifold with a Riemannian
metric

gjj,

and with an almost complex structure 1'/' that is;

F/F/'=-ol, F/F/g/t=gjk, Fjk=1'/g/k=-}'kj.

(3.1)

If Ch is a symmetric conformally flat space, then we can take a structure
tensor Fih which is a pseudo F---conformal Killing tensor defined by

VjFkh=q"gjk-qiP/+hF/-p"Fjk,

(3.2)

where A=ojP, qk=PtF/ and p is an arvitrary

scalar function [2J.

Such a

connection F, we shall call a conformally flat symmetric F-connection. In
an almost complex manifold with a conformally flat symetric F-connection,
if we put H/=F/, since H/'= - 1'/, then we have a pseudo projective
change related to F. This change is given by
(3.3)

~ (l'jl+l'R/) =Fj'+ (Uj+t Pi)o/'+ (Uk+ -~- Pk)o/-Phgjk
1 Fh,I
+ 'lqj
k 'Z-qk Fh
j'

Since

Uj

is an arbitrary covector, we can ta k e

then we have
(3.4)

- z-Pj
1 an d jf we put

Uj-

l'jkh=J\/
• h- phgjk +J-F
r- jk h-r
- jk h+p;V5:hk+P f!Jj
2 k hqj'-LlF
2 j hqk'

By a straightforward computation, we can find the curvature tensor of F j',
that is,

Rjj/==R;jk"-Oj"(Pik-i-qjqk) +Ol(Pik- ~ qjgk) - gjk(Pi h- {_qiqh)

where

qij=Viqj--~qiPj--~-Pjqj
Since the manifold is conformally flat, we have

(3.6)

f<..'J·kh=l..O.h
.. _qJI..)
a ·k- J-F·lz
4' qJ·qk - J_5:
4 U J.hq,·qk + IF.h
2 j.,
2 ' qJr.., +_I_Fkh(q
2
IJ
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We denote R instead R. in (3. 6), and eliminating q, we have

(3.7)

Ckj;"=Rkjl- n(n-=-12) (PkiF/,- PjiF"h+ Rj;o"h- RHo})

+- nCnl-2) (PtjFt,-okh_PtkFt;O/,+H;jF"h_H;"F/,)
+ n(n+2hn-2) (Q;"F/,-Q;jF"h+QjtFt;o"h_Q"tFt;o/,)
- -Cn+2!(n-2)--Qil,F/) =0,
where,

and
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